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Policy 2017
Climate Change

Transitioning to a low carbon 
economy
National takes climate change seriously and we are committed to 
New Zealand doing its fair share. We want to protect our country 
and its landscapes for our grandchildren and their children. 

Under the Paris Agreement, we have signed up to a fair and 
ambitious target of reducing emissions by 30 per cent below 2005 
levels by 2030. 

Our challenge now is reaching that target while still growing the 
economy and creating jobs. New Zealand’s emissions have fallen 
eight per cent per person since National took office, meaning we 
are growing more efficiently, but we need to do more. 

With more than 85 per cent renewable electricity generation 
already, we are off to a good start. We are now looking at how we 
can reduce emissions in other sectors such as agriculture. 

We will not place unnecessary costs on business and will ensure the 
actions we take will lead to better environmental outcomes. There 
is no point in shutting down businesses here, only for them to go 
offshore to less environmentally friendly places. 

Policy highlights
• Signed and ratified the Paris 

Agreement on Climate Change, 
ensuring we are doing our bit

• Set an ambitious target to reduce our 
emissions to 30 per cent below 2005 
levels by 2030

• Reached more than 85 per cent 
renewable electricity, and targeting  
90 per cent by 2025

• $4m investment in transitioning to a 
low carbon economy

• Spending a record $2b on public 
transport to help people out of cars 
and into buses and trains

• Target of 64,000 electric vehicles  
by 2021

• An urban cycleway fund of $100m  
to promote cycling

• Set up working groups to advise on 
how we  adapt to climate change, 
encourage more forestry and  make 
our agriculture more sustainable

• Investigating the economic 
opportunities of different ways of 
reducing emissions

Our economy is growing faster 
than our emissions because we 
are becoming more efficient.
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Focused on agriculture 
• Agriculture is New Zealand’s biggest challenge  

when it comes to climate change, but National 
backs our farmers

• Our farmers are some of the most efficient and 
environmentally sustainable in the world - our 
country of 4.5 million feeds ten times that around  
the globe

• We are spending more than $20m a year on world 
leading research into reducing agricultural emissions

• We contributed $65m to the Global Research 
Alliance on Agricultural Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
and we are a leading member

• We are supporting industry efforts to improve 
farming practices across the country

National is...
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Investing in modern 
transport
• We have invested a record $2b in public transport, 

giving people a lower-carbon alternative to cars

• Put incentives in place to encourage the uptake of 
electric vehicles, with a target of 64,000 by 2021

• Electrified Auckland’s rail network

• Paying 50 per cent of the cost of the City Rail Link 
to boost rail in Auckland

• Invested $100m in urban cycle ways to  
promote cycling

Strengthening the ETS
• We have a world leading Emissions Trading 

Scheme that is our key tool for reducing emissions 
and will help us reach our 2030 target

• We undertook a comprehensive review of the 
scheme to ensure it is fit for purpose going to  
the 2020s

• We are phasing out 2:1 so emitters pay the full cost 
of their emissions

• We have signalled several changes to the scheme 
well in advance so businesses have certainty about 
the direction we are taking
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Playing Our Part 
Internationally
• Signed and ratified the Paris Agreement

• More than $200m in climate-related support, 
mostly for the Pacific, because low lying Pacific 
countries are being affected by rising sea levels

• Helped raise more than $1b from private donors for 
renewable energy projects in the Pacific to reduce 
their reliance on fossil fuel power generation

• Supporting Fiji to host a Pacific-focussed 
international climate conference, helping ensure 
Pacific countries have a voice internationally

• Used our seat on the UN Security Council to host 
an international debate on the challenges faced 
by small island developing states, with a focus on 
climate change

National is...

Focusing on the economic 
transition
• We have tasked the Productivity Commission with 

looking at how we can minimise the costs and 
harness the opportunities of transitioning to a low 
carbon economy

• We have invested $4m in an economic transition 
hub at the Ministry for the Environment

• We have set up working groups to advise on 
adaptation, forestry and agricultural  
emissions issues

Climate Change

Promoting forestry
• Forests offset 29 per cent of emissions and have 

other environmental benefits

• We have invested in the Afforestation Grants 
Scheme and the Permanent Forest Sinks Initiative 
to encourage more planting

• Our changes to the ETS will help incentivise more 
forest planting through a higher carbon price

• The Ministry of Primary Industries is looking at the 
potential of manuka trees to store carbon
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1 in 3 public sector 
vehicles to be electric
• With more than 85 per cent renewable electricity 

generation and more than 90 per cent of transport 
emissions coming from road transport, EVs are a 
great way for us to reduce emissions

• There are around 15,500 vehicles across the 
Government fleet, and we will introduce a target of 
a third of those being electric or  electric hybrid  
by 2021

• The Government will lead, using its buying power 
to get EVs here at scale

• This builds on a range of incentives already in 
place to encourage the wider uptake of EVs

What we will do next...
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A plan to lower emissions
• We will use the findings of the Productivity 

Commission report to initiate a plan of action to 
reduce emissions while still growing the economy 
and jobs

• We will continue to invest in our world leading 
scientists so they can find ways to reduce 
emissions from livestock

• We will meet our target of 90 per cent renewable 
electricity by 2025

• We will continue to invest in public transport and 
maintain incentives for people to buy electric cars

• We will implement changes to the ETS to make it fit 
for purpose for reducing emissions

 − Labour have said they would bring agriculture 
into the ETS “very fast” with no time for farmers to 
prepare or adjust. This, combined with their water 
and capital gains taxes, would severely damage 
our agriculture industry and drive up prices

 − The Greens would want us to do far more than 
our fair share. They want to scrap the ETS and 
introduce a a carbon tax, which would impose 
costs on New Zealand businesses that their 
overseas competitors don’t face. This could force 
them overseas and jobs would be lost here

Don’t put it  
all at risk


